The designer believes the college received excellent value for money, but that the keen price made it difficult for the contractor to obtain high quality from all the subcontracts.

At the depth of recession a very keen tender was accepted from the main contractor. The designer believes the college received excellent value for money, but that the keen price made it difficult for the contractor to obtain high quality from all the subcontracts.

The consequence of having a fixed opening date (the start of term), meant that the last of 15 City Technology Colleges established between 1986 and 1993 as centrally funded - but independently managed - technology-based secondary schools.

The go-ahead for John Cabot was given in 1990, Cable & Wireless acting as managing sponsor in partnership with the Wolfson Foundation. Construction was delayed until June 1992 due to a government spending freeze.

At the college's 1993 intake of 600 pupils, and 1997-98 will see it reach its design capacity of 750.

In August 1993, 14 months after going on site. It has been filling up by an annual intake of 150. By 1996-97 there were 600 pupils, and 1997-98 will see it reach its design capacity of 750. In August 1998, the college's 1993 intake will graduate to the lower sixth, and by August 1999 John Cabot CTC will reach its full complement.

The college's maximum capacity is 900 pupils, but there is a planned extension because 85% of pupils are now expected to stay on into the sixth form, not 50% as originally anticipated. The college currently operates a 40-week, four-term year and is open from 08.00 h to 22.00 h each weekday during term-time. The 'pupil day' is from 08.30 h to 16.40 h.

Building design

The college has a treated floor area of 8800 m², arranged about a central street running east-west. This footprint includes an existing 150 m² building used as a sixth form centre, although it was not part of the designers' brief.

The main assembly hall and adjacent dining room is at the eastern end, with the sports hall to the west and the main teaching spaces in three, two-storey wings to the south.

The staff room, administration offices, library and other teaching spaces are in a two-storey crescent to the north of the street. The main entrance is via a double-height atrium at the north eastern end of the street.

As in most schools, the college is predominantly naturally ventilated, supplemented by mechanical extract fans in laboratories, workshops and toilets. West and south west-facing façades are fitted with manually-controlled motorised external roller blinds for the control of daylight, glare and solar gain.

Space heating is from three gas-fired boilers. Two dedicated gas boilers and calorifiers serve the kitchens and the changing rooms, with local electric storage heaters for the toilets and washrooms. All main hvac plant is linked to a 200-point building energy management system (bems) providing central control and monitoring. All internal lighting is manually switched and external lighting is controlled via a time-clock and photosensor.

Due to the high use of IT equipment, 24 kW of cooling is provided by two packaged heat pumps serving the computer network room and a larger telecommunications room. A seminar room also has its own split 15 kW cooling unit to meet the needs of the college sponsors, who use it as a meeting facility. These db units have their own packaged controls under timed on/off switching from the bems.

Ventilation performance

The teaching spaces in the three wings are predominantly cross-ventilated. The ground floor has cill height, outward-opening casement windows and small fanlight windows at the perimeter in a worthwhile attempt to provide both high and low level openings.

Unfortunately, the handles for the high-level windows are 2-4.5 m off the ground and
have to be twisted by hand (they cannot be operated by pole and hook). Opening and closing the windows typically requires clambering onto a desk – consequently, they are rarely used.

At the rear of the rooms, a means for cross-ventilation is provided by ceiling-height extract grilles venting to ridge louvres via vertical builders' work ducts. These incorporate low-speed extract fans operated by wall-mounted key switches.

High-level ridge louvres extend for the full length of each wing, and are split into separately openable sections for each 3-6 in structural grid. The louvres are opened and closed using manual screw winders, with handles at waist level.

As the depth of each classroom varies, some louvre sections serve individual classrooms while others serve the spine corridor. During the first winter the louvres, even when closed, failed to prevent down-draughts into the corridors, which became unacceptably cold.

In spring 1994, the college covered and sealed the louvres using white perspex and silicon sealant. This alleviates the winter under-heating, but severely restricts summertime ventilation of the corridor spaces which are consequently prone to high temperatures.

The louvres in the lightwells at the rear of the classrooms are fully operational, but they are out of view and it is impossible to see whether they are open or closed, the only clue being direction indicators on the hand winders. There have reportedly been several occasions when louvres inadvertently left open overnight have prevented the room temperature from reaching comfort levels in time for the start of the school day.

It also seems that the airflow within the lightwells can exhibit "one-pipe circulation", whereby the incoming air drops down one side of the lightwell and rises up the other, causing unexplained draughts.

Teaching spaces on the first floor of the crescent use opening low-level casement windows and high level clerestories to achieve both cross and stack ventilation. The top-hung clerestories have the same manual hand winders as used elsewhere.

Manually openable low and high-level windows in the fully-glazed sections of the main street's southern facade provide effective stack ventilation to the street and main entrance foyer, supplemented by motorised opening louvres under bems temperature control in the upstands of the skylights.

The main hall uses the same opening ridge louvres as the first floor wings, together with a small number of low level opening windows and three high-level mechanical extract fans expelling air via grilles in the eaves.

In response to complaints from adjacent dwellings about noise break-out from the main hall, the college has sealed the ridge louvres and now adheres to stringent operational rules which prevent the opening of low level windows during occupation of the main hall – the hall can become stuffy when fully occupied, and uncomfortably hot during warm weather.

Problems have also been reported with noise from the dx condenser units, mounted on the flat roof above the main street, which comes through adjacent open clerestory windows, mainly into the library.

Heating system performance

The main heating plant has a 250 kW condensing boiler and two 400 kW high efficiency boilers under sequence control from bems outstation.

The boilers serve a primary header which in turn serves a lthw heating main to fi variable temperature circuits (one each of the three wings, the crescent and the music room) and fan coil heaters in the drama stud, sports hall and dining room. The return from a separate primary variable temperature heating circuit serving the underfloor heating zones in the main hall, the entrance foyer at the dining hall uses the condensing boiler secondary heat exchanger to ensure maximum efficiency in condensing mode. Any flue temperature shortfall is made up from a lux­port valve connection to the primary header.

During the past year the sequence panel has been out of service. The college was reluctant to pay the quoted £1500 replacement cost and the boilers have been manually switched during this period. The college has only recently obtained replacement parts for a fraction of the quoted price. It expects to have the sequencer back in use for this heating season.

Daylighting and shading

Ground and first floor teaching rooms in the wings have cill-to-ceiling glazing. All west facing glazing is protected by external roll blinds, which are motorised, with teacher taking the decision to operate them via wall mounted key switches in each room.

A central override retracts the teaching wing blinds at 17.00 h, and disables them until the following morning. On the first floor wings the central spine corridor is daylit via genti­ sloping ridge glazing above the upstand hous­ing the ventilation louvres. This roof glazing serves lightwells at the rear of classroom where they extend into the corridor space.

Spot measurements by the PROBE team of one east-facing first floor classroom on a overcast June day gave daylight levels of between 100 and 250 lux at desktop height.

Daylighting from the light well at the rear of the classroom provides useful uniformity, with adjacent light levels only slightly lower than at the perimeter. Both the main hall and the sports hall are well daylit. The main hall achieves this mainly via rooflights in the vaulted ceiling.
The sports hall has half-height glazing for its full length to the north and very high-level clerestories to the south. Glare protection is by vertical sails hanging from the ceiling. There is excellent daylight uniformity.

The library at the eastern end of the crescent has a series of narrow external roller blinds perpendicular to the windows to protect against low level glare from the setting sun, and controlled by a separate unit to the blinds for the wings. Due to the curvature of the crescent, at certain summer sun angles some of the blinds can be parallel to the solar rays and provide no protection.

Only a few areas are sufficiently enclosed to require electric lighting on bright days, in particular parts of the ground floor corridors in the wings, plus adjacent areas (especially where the view to the windows is obscured by furniture or lockers).

**Lighting and controls**

Main classroom lighting to 300-350 lux is provided by pairs of 1200 mm 36 W T8 fluorescent lamps in category 2 luminaires (14.5 W/m²). Laboratory and workshop areas use twin 58 W T8 lamps (500 lux, 23 W/m²) with prismatic diffusers. Teaching space lighting is manually switched in rows parallel to the façade, offering the potential for responding to higher levels of daylight adjacent to the glazing and the rear lightwells in rooms where they exist.

Observations during the PROBE survey suggest that this facility is not exploited. Lights were often all off when daylight was adequate everywhere, but if any part of the space had insufficient daylight, all the lighting was on.

Interestingly, the design team had considered automatic lighting controls, but concluded that they would detract from the concept of local control and were not a priority.

Corridor lighting is via 23 W PL4 lamps in recessed fittings (5 W/m²), wired in relatively small groups which allows only those required to be switched on. In the internal street they are supplemented by a number of high-level metal halide downlights.

**Central plant controls**

The college has a comprehensive and complex Stafca bems system which was intended to provide monitoring and control of all the main hvac plant. This bems is also linked to a range of sub-meters (main gas, kitchen gas, heating boiler gas, main electricity, kitchen electricity, kitchen water) and two heat meters for the primary chw circuit and the vchw underfloor heating circuit.

The provision of this potentially valuable sub-metering stemmed from the client’s requirement to be able to recharge outside organisations for the energy used when hiring out the school facilities for short periods.

However, there are a number of serious flaws in the system. First, there are clear faults in the validity of on-screen information. For example, during the PROBE visits to the building a number of heating circulating pumps were observed running even though the boiler plant was isolated and the bems status indica-

---

**Energy and water consumption**

Energy consumption data has been compiled from available energy bills. Electricity use for the year June 1996-May 1997 is based on bills, while gas consumption has had to be averaged over the three-year period (June 1994-May 1997) due to irregular meter readings and faulty bems information.

Electricity consumption between April 1996 and March 1997 was 509 MWh, split 404 MWh (79%) at the day rate and 105 MWh at the night rate for a total cost of £31 690 (6.2 p/ kWh). This consumption was little changed over the previous year (April 1995-March 1996) which was 501 MWh at a cost of £31 845, suggesting that the increasing number of pupils made no significant difference.

According to monthly electricity meter readings from the suppliers’ bills, there is a marked seasonal variation in consumption from a minimum of 800 kWh/24 h in August to a peak of 1800 kWh/24 h in January and February, which reflects both the increased use of electric lighting in winter months and also the use of electric heating in some areas of the college.
Over a year, night-time use accounts for over 20% of consumption, and also shows the strong seasonal variation from a low of 200 kWh per night in summer to a high of over 400 kWh per night in winter. This variation is largely attributed to the night storage heating of the sixth form study centre.

The relatively high night-time baseload is due to the standing losses from local electric hws, the computer base units (left on for 24 h), the network servers, dedicated air conditioning and the external security lighting.

The supply capacity is set at 350 kVA at a current annual cost of £4600 (15% of the total bill). To date, the maximum monthly demand has peaked at 200 kVA (December 1996) and has typically been less than 150 kVA, suggesting ample opportunity for cost savings.

Gas consumption for the three-year period was 2618 MWh, during which there were 5452 degree days. This equates to an average annual consumption of 869 MWh.

With separate heating and hws plant andsub-metering of space heating boiler gas use as well as kitchen gas usage, it should have been possible to obtain a reliable breakdown of gas end-use. Unfortunately, the sub-meters have not been monitored and the main gas meter had only been read twice (May 1994 and November 1995) in the three years prior to the PROBE survey, all other monthly readings having been estimated by the supplier.

During the period of the PROBE survey, when the space heating boilers were isolated, the college took manual readings of the main gas meter and kitchen sub-meter which, over a three-week period, indicated an average total daily consumption of under 100 kWh. Extrapolated for a year it is estimated that non-space heating gas use equates to about 30,000 kWh (or under 4% of total gas use).

Based on the treated floor area of 8800 m², actual gas and electricity consumption equate to 98 kWh/m² and 57 kWh/m² respectively, while weather-corrected gas consumption is estimated to be 130 kWh/m² (figure 1).

This compares with the EEO Yellow Book² low-to-medium consumption for a secondary school (without swimming pool) of 151 kWh/m² and 22 kWh/m² respectively, and the medium-to-high consumption of 204 kWh/m² and 31 kWh/m² respectively. Related CO₂ emissions at 54 kg/m² are well above the EEO low-to-medium value of 43 kg/m², and comparable to the medium-to-high value of 59 kg/m².

Note that the EEO figures date from the late 1980s, and don’t allow for the IT and associated equipment loads found at John Cabot.
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Electricity consumption for catering has been estimated at 4.4 kWh/m² from analysis of the kitchen appliances and their use. Although most cooking equipment is gas-powered, there are several appliances with significant electrical consumption including two bain maries, dishwasher hot water boost and a chilled or frozen food storage.

The cooling consumption of 3 kWh/m²² from two split dx air conditioning heat pump units which serve the seminar room 12 h/day and the network room continuously. During the survey, the seminar room cooling was operating to a set point of 18°C irrespective of occupancy. Significant savings could be made by matching its operation to demand. Although the network room cooling operates continuously, the equipment load appears to be modest, particularly at night.

Some 70 pumps and fans boost capacities from 180-3000 W, the majority controlled by the bems. Several heating circulation pumps and extract fans were operating during the PROBE visits, even during the summer vaca­ tion. A review of the bems configuration and time schedules should enable the consumption of these components to be more tightly controlled. At present, electricity consumption for fans, pumps and controls is nearly 5 kWh/m².

The lighting consumption of 11·6 kWh/m² includes all internal lighting and is based on an assessment that classroom lighting is used for six hours per day on average during term time. Not uncommonly, the manual lighting control is not used as much as the good daylighting warrants.

The relatively high figure of 11·5 kWh/m² covers 200 networked Macs, 30 pcs and sundry printers and photocopiers. Computer screens are switched off at night, but many base units are left switched on for 24 h/day. A saving of 4·5 kWh/m² might be made by switching the base units off at night.

By subtracting the electrical consumption for hws, cooling, IT equipment and network servers totalling 27 kWh/m² (untypical for school use) from the total figure of 57 kWh/m², the benchmark electricity use for John Cabot is 30 kWh/m²—similar to the medium-to-high EEO benchmark of 31 kWh/m².
Water consumption
Total water consumption for the academic year 1995-1996 (450 pupils) was 2370 m$^3$ or 5.3 m$^3$/pupil, at a water supply cost of £1689. Sewerage charges calculated from 95% of the supply volume contributed a further £2370 to costs. The figure of 5.3 m$^3$/pupil compares favourably with a low target level of 4 m$^3$/pupil and high of 12 m$^3$/pupil.

Although water meter readings are only available for quarterly periods, there is a clear use cycle, with a peak in the first quarter and annual increases as the number of pupils rises.

Facilities management
Day-to-day building maintenance is carried out by two building services staff who also have responsibilities for classroom preparation and some caretaking duties. Maintenance of all main plant is contracted out.

The college is finding that plant maintenance is expensive and recently turned down an offer to contract out all maintenance because the sums involved were out of the question. The college has been able to draw on its own technical expertise, for example when making repairs to the external blinds which occasionally need replacement guide bushes turned from nylon blanks. The college has replaced external sensors and identified the repair to the sequence control panel.

Unfortunately, the college does not currently exercise energy or water management, despite the almost unique provision for automating the separate monitoring of several end-uses. As a consequence, most plant is on for generous hours of operation and there is considerable scope for savings.

Tariff negotiations are contracted to a third party and, in the case of electricity, a different supply contract has been negotiated for each financial year since occupation.

Occupancy issues
The standard PROBE questionnaire was completed by 47 staff (an 85% response) while a more concise questionnaire covering overall satisfaction and comfort variables only was completed by 121 Year 10 pupils (98% response). Most of these pupils had been at the college since its opening.

The staff scores for overall comfort, noise, lighting, winter temperature and winter air quality were all significantly better than benchmark norms from the BUS dataset. For overall comfort, the score lay in the top 25% percentile of the benchmark dataset. However, scores for summer temperature were significantly worse than benchmarks, while summer air quality showed no significant difference (figures 2 and 3).

Perceived productivity is good with a gain of 6% attributable to the building (within the top 10% of the BUS dataset). On matters of control (figure 3), staff reported little perceived control over heating, cooling and lighting. There is also little perceived control over noise, although this is still better than benchmarks.

The speed with which people thought that HVAC systems met their needs is no different from BUS benchmarks, but for lighting and
noise it is better. 40% of staff said the external blinds were unsatisfactory.

The extent to which staff tolerate deficiencies (calculated from the ratio of overall comfort to the average of the six main overall variables) is the second highest degree of "forgiveness" within the BUS dataset.

Staff and pupils were also asked to nominate their best or least liked room in the college. 25% of staff like the conference room best because it is air conditioned, cool and quiet. Conversely, the canteen and dining area is considered small, cramped and noisy, and the medical room/changing rooms are disliked due to poor ventilation.

Staff comments focus on the good aesthetics and overall image of the building, but criticise the lack of space in the corridors, street and dining area. Several comments confirm the existence of summer overheating, and suggest the need for improved ventilation in changing areas and specific teaching areas.

Pupil survey results
Like the staff, pupils are very uncomfortable in summer and reasonably comfortable in winter, but on overall comfort pupils are less satisfied than staff. On other variables - lighting, noise, design and needs - pupils tend to agree with staff about overall conditions, but seem to rate them slightly less favourably than staff. This tendency is at variance with most previous BUS surveys in which transient occupants, such as students and visitors, are relatively more satisfied with buildings than those permanently working in them.

Pupils share staff concerns over the size of the building, crowding in the canteen and corridors and summertime discomfort. They also mention locked toilets and windows, heating on in hot weather, lights on unnecessarily and noise from tutor groups, but good facilities for the disabled. Pupils like the canteen and library/reception entrance the best.

Overall, John Cabot CTC is without doubt highly successful. It is very popular with children and parents as evidenced by the demand for places and the higher-than-expected staying on rate. The buildings and their facilities are exceptional by any standards, and enviable compared to most UK secondary schools.
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